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Motivation
• Broadband was a challenge before the pandemic.

• 14% of households do not have a broadband subscription.

• Broadband is much more than a modern amenity. 

• Challenges more acute as people work, go to school, recreate, 
get healthcare at home due to the pandemic.

• Broadband has made it easier to adjust for those who have it.

• The economic costs of going without are becoming clearer.



Considering Disparities
• There are still significant shares of the population without 

internet.  

• Rural-urban disparities and income-level disparities. 

• Address supply (infrastructure).

• Address demand (affordability, willingness to pay, 
demonstrating relevance, and education).







How did we get here?
• High-cost/low density.

• Terrain
• Take rates

• Cost Example
• Fiber: $10K to $85K per mile
• $12,000 per mile 
• Richland County: 31 people/square mile 

• Roughly $400/person
• Outagamie County: 277 people/square mile

• Roughly $50/person. 





How did we get here?

• Capacity
• Technical assistance on grants and initiatives.
• Local champion/leader.

• Data limitations
• Demonstrating need.
• Nearby providers, existing infrastructure, land, and zoning.

• Municipal Barriers
• Whitacre and Gallardo (2020).



How did we get here?
• Competition

• Spurs Innovation
• Drives down costs
• Motivates protections

• Thinking geographically
• Some (many?) rural areas don’t have two or more providers.

• Market failure?
• Underprovision and high prices

• Market power
• Positive externalities

• Market intervention
• Government provision/subsidies



What are the costs to the economy and 
community well-being?
• Entrepreneurship

• Population and employment

• Education

• Health

• Broadband is more than a modern amenity



What are the costs?
• Entrepreneurship

• Attracting new businesses, fostering entrepreneurship, enhancing farm 
profits.

• More startup activity in places with greater access.
• Effect is even larger in the most remote rural counties.
• Also larger for small and women-led businesses.
• Download speed more important than upload
• Variations by industry.

• Connection to broader economy.
• Job creation
• Income growth
• Poverty alleviation



What are the costs?
• Population and employment

• Preferences for places with broadband.

• Housing values.

• Jobs follow people.

• COVID-era shifts in telecommuting?
• Opportunities for rural areas that have broadband.





What are the economic costs?

• Education
• Better outcomes in places with greater access.

• 3rd grade reading scores

• ACT Scores

• Share of the population with some college.

• COVID era?





What are the costs?
• Health

• Better health outcomes in places with greater access.
• Percent of the population reporting Poor or Fair Health.
• Poor mental health days.

• Broadband viewed as “super-determinant of health.”
• Health outcomes largely determined by socioeconomic factors.
• “Social Determinants of Health”

• Education
• Income
• Access to healthy food
• Safe housing

• Broadband an underlying factor for several determinants





Need a Variety of Strategies
Several different challenges:

• Broadband Access.
• Focus on infrastructure.
• Place “with access” may not actually have access.
• Data quality.

• Broadband Adoption.
• Affordability.
• Education and outreach.



Considerations for Success
• Leadership

• Community-led
• Person, team, organization
• Technical assistance 

• Partnership
• With providers
• Cooperatives
• Anchor institutions

• Data alternatives.
• Surveys
• Speed tests



Extension’s Role



Extension’s Role
1) Be an educational resource

• Topics
• Describing the problem: who/where is without service
• Why we have the problem: Geographical, political, economic forces
• Economic costs: Community and economic well-being
• Solving the problem: Technology, barriers, models, technical assistance 

• Educating extension professionals, elected officials, and partners
• Reports
• WIndicators
• Lunch and Learns
• By request



• Educating the general public
• Media Engagement
• Radio
• Print

• Educating legislators
• Committee Connect
• Office Hours at the Capitol
• Family Impact Seminars

• Example: Broadband and Public Health



Extension’s Role



2) Develop Research Foundation
• Entrepreneurship,  Broadband and Gender: Evidence from 

Establishment Births in Rural America 
• forthcoming in International Regional Science Review

• Sample of U.S. rural counties 
• FCC data to measure access at the county-level
• Start-up activity by size and gender.

• Endogeneity 
• Access to broadband could plausibly support entrepreneurial activity.
• Business activity could also plausibly attract investment.
• Use land developability index as an instrument for broadband access.

• Results
• Broadband access enhances rural start-up rates.
• Effect is largest in remote rural areas, for very small and women-led establishments



• The Need for Speed: Rural Business Startup Rates and 
Characteristics of Broadband Service

• In revise and resubmit at American Journal of Agricultural Economics

• Sample of U.S. rural counties
• Qualitative features of broadband
• Startup activity of employer establishments by industry

• Spatial dependency in the data
• Spatial Tobit estimator

• Download speeds matter more than upload speeds.
• Variation across industries.



• Broadband’s Relationship to Rural Housing Values
• Papers in Regional Science

• Sample of U.S. remote rural counties.
• Impact of access on median housing values.

• Spatial dependency in the data
• Spatial three-stage least squares

• Higher values in counties with greater access.
• Decreasing returns to speed.



Extension’s Role
3) Capacity Building

• Readiness
• Community Preparedness Toolkit
• Starting place for beginners

• Data 
• Data requests (ACC, FCC)
• Community surveys

• Partnership
• Public Service Commission-Wisconsin Broadband Office
• Office of Rural Prosperity



Example: Northern WI
• Infrastructure Deployment

• Helping people with grants and strategy.
• Extension convened ISPs in the area. 

• Ask to share data if possible.
• Identify a local team.

• Difficult to find leadership.
• Standing up to local opposition.
• EDC helped form broadband team.
• Extension advocated for a representative team.

• Mapping.
• Preparing a grant application



Example: Funding in Northern WI
• 50/50 funding

• Small local provider wasn’t able to chip in. 
• 17 towers around a lake
• High take rate (100%) 
• $1.8 million grant
• $900,000 from the county 

• Came from the general fund.

• Iowa County 
• Willingness to Pay questions
• #1 reason people don’t get service is because they can’t afford it. 
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